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drawings seem not UTF-8 compatible

Status
 Closed

Subject
drawings seem not UTF-8 compatible

Version
1.9.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Browser Compatibility
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)
Draw (SVG-edit)

Resolution status
Won't Fix

Submitted by
Abbas Mousavi

Volunteered to solve
amette

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
when I use persian names for pages the "" in wiki outputs something like this

<p><a href='#' inhibited_Click="javascript:window.open('tiki-editdrawing.php?page=%D8%A7%D9%87%D8%8C%D8%A7%D9%81+%D9%88+%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B1'><a class='dynavar' inhibited_Click='javascript:toggle_dynamic_var("AF");' title='Click to edit dynamic variable: AF'>NaV</a></span><input type='text' name='dyn_AF' value='NaV' /></a></span></p>

<p><a href='#' inhibited_Click="javascript:window.open('tiki-editdrawing.php?page=%D8%A7%D9%81+%D9%88+%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B1'><a class='dynavar' inhibited_Click='javascript:toggle_dynamic_var("DB");' title='Click to edit dynamic variable: DB'>NaV</a></span><input type='text' name='dyn_DB' value='NaV' /></a></span></p>

<p><a href='#' inhibited_Click="javascript:window.open('tiki-editdrawing.php?page=%C8%8C'><a class='dynavar' inhibited_Click='javascript:toggle_dynamic_var("AA+");' title='Click to edit dynamic variable: AA+'>NaV</a></span><input type='text' name='dyn_AA+_value='AA+' /></a></span></p>
in the HTML code which in browser adds this line to the picture of drawing:

NaVD8%A7%D9%81+%D9%88+%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B1NaV8C%D8NaVD8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B4%DANaVD8%A7%D9%87&path=/test/tiki&drawing=foo2','','menubar=no,width=252,height=25');"/>

and also the link for editing the drawing does not work

Solution

mail abbas - need more information - Problem description doesn't tell much...
- amette

Ok, got it ;) - doesn't do as long a text at my place, but adding german Umlauts to the page name, creates the same problem.

ML: Won't fix as feature was removed.

Importance
3

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
225

Created
Wednesday 08 June, 2005 21:36:11 GMT-0000

LastModif
Wednesday 07 April, 2010 09:11:59 GMT-0000
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